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opportunity to visit a foreign country for two weeks. Which country

would you like to visit? Use specific reasons and details to explain

your choice. When it comes to the issue of choosing a foreign

country for a visit, different people hold different views. Some may

say they want to go to China. some may choose to go to Japan. If I

were faced with this question, I would probably choose to go to US.

In the following discussion, I would like to present a few important

reasons to support my viewpoint.The most important reason that I

cannot neglect is that US has many amusement parks, such as Disney

World, 环球乐园 and so on. I believe there is no one who don’t

know Disney. When I was a child, I always watched many cartoons

which produced by Disney Co. Nowadays, not only children but

also adults are both familiar with the characters like Micky Mouse,

Donald Duck and Snow White. Disney World is an amazing and

exciting park which can bring entertainment to you. There you have

chance to communicate and play with these cartoon characters.

Disney World is an attractive place I look forward to visiting it. Don

’t you have the same thought with me?Another head and chief

reason that I have chosen to put there is that I want to see

higher-level education in US. Back in my country, my teacher told

me a lot about universities and colleges in the US. Professors teach

students theories about a certain subject, and then let them have



some hands-on experiences in the lab. I think this is a really great

idea, since a lot of people are having trouble to apply theoretical

knowledge into practical uses. I would like to visit universities such as

MIT and Yale to see how teachers give lectures and how students

work in the labs. Dont you think this is very attractive?Last but not

the least reason is that there are a lot of grand and splendid scenery in

US. I believe that you must know Yellow Stone National Park which

is the first national park built in the world. I got a lot of information

about this national park from magazines. There are not only many

rare animals and plants but also a large amount of special

geographical phenomena in this park. All these make me much

interested in visiting this park.To sum up, given all the reasons

discussed above, we can safely reach the conclusion that going to US

for my 2 weeks visit is the best choice. If you can come with me, we

can play in Disney World and visit MIT in Boston together. Dont

you think this will be a great experience?110. Some people prefer to

spend most of their time alone. Others like to be with friends most of

the time. Do you prefer to spend your time alone or with friends?

When it comes to the issue whether we should spend most of our

time alone or with our friends, different people hold different views.

If I were faced with this question, I would probably say I like to spend

most of my time with my friends. In the following discussion, I

would like to present a few important reasons to support my

opinion.The most important reason that we cannot neglect is that

you can share your thoughts with your friends. Everyone gets

emotional from time to time. When I am happy because of the new



dress I bought, I would like to tell my friends. They will feel exited,

too. When I am very upset about my recent grade, I would like to tell

them as well. They will comfort me and help me to get a better grade.

When my friends get something in their minds, they will call me. We

always share thoughts and encourage each other on our way to

success. If you can understand this, you can understand my view

better. Another head and chief reason that I have chosen to put here

is that staying with your friends can help you to know more

information. Everyone lives in the community has his/her own way

of getting information. But sometimes, that is just not enough. At this

moment, your friend will tell you more of what you need to know.

Once, my friend knew about a fantastic job opportunity in the field

of engineering which is my main interest. She phoned me

immediately and told me where to find out more about it. I checked

out the website and felt that it was the right job for me. I started

applying for it. I have to thank my friend for sharing information

with me. Otherwise, I may lose this great opportunity. Dont you

think this example is very persuasive?Admittedly, there are

advantages for people whom like to spend their time alone. For

example, maybe they can use their time more efficiently.

Nevertheless, the advantages of spending with friends carry more

weight than that of spending time alone. Therefore, the most striking

conclusion is obvious.To sum up, given all the reasons discussed

above, we can safely reach the conclusion that spending time with

friends is better than spending time alone. I would like to make a

suggestion to people who like to stay alone most of the time. If you



talk to your friend more and spend more time with them, you will be

opening a window for your future. 100Test 下载频道开通，各类
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